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Cadastre-se e tenha acesso ao conhecimento dos maiores best-sellers de negócios What if you can predict to start new sales talks with future customers? We would like to teach you how to do this, or do it for you. We can help your business grow through the development of outbound sales. This became predictable – meetings had just
reached our inbox. Robert Howell, Vice-President &amp; Partner at Activation Systems My recommendation to companies at an early stage is not to employ any SDRs. Just go with predictable income, save yourself time and money. Brian Neman, Co-Founder &amp; CEO at Sanguine Resumidito .com September 13, 2019 The most
important message in this book: Today's world requires a new sales approach. Sellers need to really understand lead generation, with different types leading to the most effective approaches to generating them. With a specialized team that ensures that every stage of sales takes place at a high caliber, and an organization engaged in
best practices, you can expect powerful and reliable revenue. Practical tip: Nurture positive energy. To maintain positive energy in your sales team, let them take a short break every 90 minutes and make sure they take a full lunch break with their co-workers. Increasing the workload of employees can bring short-term results, but it will only
destroy your long-term enthusiasm. To avoid exhaustion or high rotation, make your positive energy your priority. Reading Suggestion: Marcus Aurelius's book Meditations is a journey through the mind of the great Roman Emperor, Marcus Aurelius. This summary contains philosophical reflections on the meaning of death and justice, the
nature of the world, and why things happen the way they do. Be part of our readership community and help us grow on our official Facebook page, you can contact us if you have any questions or suggestions and we will be happy to answer you. Since its publication in 2011, Aaron Ross' book Predictable Revenue has become a kind of
sales bible, especially for SaaS companies. Certainly 80% of the merits of this is because the book is amazing, and its tips give a lot of clarity to organize the sale of the company. The remaining 20% is given to him, as the authorized author is to comment on what he thinks and recommend what he recommends. For good reason: During
his four years at Salesforce, Aaron Ross organized and climbed the sales team to $100 million in recurring revenue. What is the main idea of predictable revenue? How can you plan your business in the next quarter? or how you can set goals or convince an investor to For Aaron Ross, the answer is very clear and gives his book a name:
With Predictable Revenue. Predictable revenues are the kind of grail that sales departments should realize and can only be achieved in one way: by creating well-oiled sales machines. Around this concept, the construction of a well-oiled sales machine, the whole book revolves around. What would this sales machine look like? The
traditional approach to scaling your business's sales was very simple: you want to sell more &gt; Hire more ads. There is a saying that I really like and I think the author of the action book: But it is not better. It's better. And the best way to scale sales in your business is to create a sales machine that generates a steady and predictable flow
of new leads, which in turn generates a steady and predictable sales flow. And that's the key to everything. To sell more, you need more leads, not more commercial ones. And the first step in getting more leads is to understand what types of leads exist. The types leading to feed the sales machine according to Aaron Ross's predictable
revenue are basically 3: Seeds are those wires that arrive on their own foot at your fingertips, through brand, content, social networks or any other incoming approach. In fact, the predictable revenue describes how two of the best methods to get these oral ear leads and free tests (software, if you have SaaS, query if you offer a service or
product, if you're an eCommerce, give 3 examples). The advantage of these leads is that they are very profitable, very faithful and buy more. The downside is that generating these leads is difficult and the number you can reach is limited. On the other hand, networks are those leads that are generated through traditional marketing
campaigns such as media ads, cold emails or online advertising. From the method of their fishing they take their name, because they resemble fishing fish with nets. The biggest advantage of these leads is that their number is very scalable and they are fast in production. The downside is that the customers they produce are not as
profitable as the seeds. The last type of leads are harpoons, which are generated directly through advertising and manual search, as described in the book Fanatical Prospecting. The advantage of these leads is that they are usually very oily fish and create high-value bills. The downside is that there are not many of these leads and it
takes a long time and it's hard to close contracts with them. Understanding now the different types of leads that exist we are ready to build a sales machine that is fed by them. How to build a predictable machine In order to a machine like the one Aaron Ross built in Salesforce, you have to lean on 2 legs: Specialization. Methodology.
What is the specialization in predictable revenue? For Aaron Ross, if all ads work at all levels of the sales funnel, there are great inefficiency. The best way to solve this through specialization, and understand specialization divides commercial work into 4 great tasks: Qualifying seeds leads to their validation. Prospect new sales
opportunities among those inactive or very cold. Negotiate with potential customers to close the sale. Manage customer accounts to help them and provide them with new services. Eligible seed leads to their validation You don't want to move on to the next phase of the funnel of leads who can't become end customers because they don't
fit into the product for one reason or another. That's why the sales guy needs to take marketing leads (MQLs) and evaluate them to move on to the next phase of funneling those interesting (SQLs) and discard the rest. The search for new sales opportunities among those inactive or very cold Pure and the hard commercial search and
resuscitation sales opportunities with which you've already had contact are valuable activities that you want to do, but usually not with the most senior trading companies in your business. Negotiate with leads to close a sale this is an area that is usually understood as a sale and consists of a closing transaction. Ads running in this step
contact QUALIFIed SQLs or potential customers for sale in steps 1 and 2 to try to complete the sale. Manage customer accounts to help them and offer them new services Finally, you want to support your customer base and, if necessary, offer them new products or new services that might be useful to them. To support these 4 phases,
you need 3 different roles: Business developers: They are more younger profiles and can provide enough leads for several account managers. Account Management: These are more mature profiles that focus solely on contracting and, in a timely manner, searching for very, very large customers or managing their personal customer base.
Support: They care about customers and in many companies they are formulated as a different department. So it may seem that this approach is only important for large companies, but it is not. If your business is small, your first seller would have to be an account executive, a second business developer, and from there expand according
to the needs of the sales machine. What is predictable revenue sales methodology? As you have already seen, searches are still very With the sales process defended by Aaron Ross, but away from the classic commercial search techniques proposing an improved model that is called Cold Calls 2.0 to solve this process, there are 4 steps:
Define the perfect customer profile. Create lists of these leads. Cold search by email. Call. Defining the ideal customer profile The first step is to clearly define how the customer benefits most from the solution we sell. The more accurate the definition, the better. Ideally, it is also defined as a decision maker in the company we are going to
contact. Create lists of these leads With this profile in mind, we create lists of leads. The author talks about creating his own or buying databases, but Personally, I would advocate the first approach with very powerful tools like Linkedin. Cold search by email When you create this list you start with a cold contact, but by email instead of by
phone. The idea is to write a concise email to the most appropriate person in your organization. If no answer is reached, follow infinity. A telephone contact that can be contacted in the previous phase is contacted by phone to confirm that the product has been matched to the company. If the connection goes well, the witness is forwarded
to the next phase of the sales machine, account executives who continue the sales process normally from that point on. And that's essentially aaron ross' main ideas in his bestselling book Predictable Revenue. Of course, to assemble such machines, you need a tool yes or yes: CRM. Why not try Effica today? Find out if Efficy is the best
option for your business Ask for a demo
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